
OSCA General Meeting 
October 6, 2018 
Newberg High School 

Called to order:  7:00 PM 

Roll call  

Review of 2017 OSCA Minutes 

• Correction:  Canby attended last year’s meeting 
• Passed. 

Treasurer’s Report (Rick Guenther) 

• See attached report.  This year’s OSCA clinic broke even.  Treasurer’s report accepted. 

• Coaches to read their reports at HOD meeting tomorrow. 

OSCA Educational Scholarships for 2018 

• LOSC moves to 2018 (from 2019) 

• South Coast moves to 2019 list 

• Discussion about not moving clubs to a new year if a spot opens (George will check 2016 
minutes) 

Mentorship Reports 

• Quinten Rienets talked about his visit to Nitro; he also thanked Oregon coaches for their 
help (especially Rick, Emily, and James); he also visited David Marsh in San Diego (on his 
own dime); he encouraged all of us to take advantage of the mentorship program. 

• Heather extended her trip to Florida (for annual convention) by 3 days and visited a team in 
Tampa Bay 

• See OSI website for how to apply for mentorship program 

OSCA Elections 

• President:  Jody Braden (Brennan Todd ran as well) 

• Treasurer:  Rick Guenther 

• Secretary:  Jill Black 

Awards Voting   

• Female swimmer of the year 

• Male swimmer of the year 

• Collegiate swimmer of the year 

• Coach of the year 

• Age-Group coach of the year 



• Coaches excellence award 

Old Business 

• Zone Task Force Reports:  Voting for Coach of the Year and Swimmer for the Year Awards 
o Discussion as to why we wouldn’t bring it to the OSCA meeting for voting.  Mark 

proposed the committee nominate candidates and OSCA members vote.  Justin 
proposed OSCA members nominate candidates and the task force votes.  Skip spoke 
in response.  He said the current voting is skewed.  Lissa suggested getting rid of 
item 2 (committee votes) and bring vote to the people; members at the annual 
OSCA meeting shall decide rather than the committee.  This is an amendment (Rex 
Watkins).  Tom said if we don’t allow the people to vote it says we have been doing 
it wrong for 40 years.  Heather says we all have a voice.  Murillo suggested we pick 
according to the top FINA points.  1 opposed to amendment.  Rex asked about item 
3 of the proposal:  Are we picking the coach or the program?  Mark Maxwell asked 
about why we think we can make decisions in such a limited time.  He complained 
about how we have been doing things for the past 20 years and challenged us to 
come up with a new system for awarding our coaches and athletes.  Franz said the 
request to the committee was too vague; we need to be more specific and we need a 
check-in before the annual meeting.  Heather suggested we use email more about 
these.  Lissa suggested removing item 3.  Discussion.  2 opposed.  Motion passes.  
Now a motion to change item 2 and strike item 3:  motion passed (0 opposed). 

• OSCA By-law Changes 
o Discussion.  Rex pointed out that we will be turning this over to OSI and OSCA will 

have no control or part.  Motion passed. 
o Article V discussion.  8 is fiscally responsible according to Rick.  Motion passed. 

New Business 

• Shelly Rawding talked about starting an OSI Hall of Fame.  She (and Skip Runkle and Mark 
Burnett) have come up with an initial list of nominees.  Information about this will be in the 
HOD meeting packets tomorrow.  We need a committee to make this happen:  if interested 
let Shelly know. 

• Russ Scovil asked about honorary membership for past members of OSCA (George 
Sampson, Gary Leach, Alex Nikitin, Kim Phillips):  motion passed. 

• At convention Shane, Chris, and George agreed to launch open water swimming in Oregon.  
Bob Bruce from Bend will host the inaugural event at Foster Lake at end of June 

• Heather:  OSI controls Zone/Allstar but OSCA pays for it.  She proposed we up the fee 
from $50/day for assistant coaches.  Rick suggested doubling it and splitting the cost with 
OSI.  Motions passed. 

• Rick Guenther suggested talking about bringing 10 & unders to Zones before discussing it at 
HOD tomorrow.  Much discussion about pros and cons of this:  Justin (HEAT) suggested 
that swimmers are different now, swimming is different now (based on mental health 
research), and we should revisit allowing 10 & unders.  We could also have them participate 
in various ways (part-time participation, not staying with the team, bringing their parents to 
supervise).  We are limiting their experience and we are limiting their progression.  Some 
disagreement.  Suha talked about being the Zone coach for 5 years; those teams included 10 



& unders.  He thinks we should send them to Zones but with supervision by their parents.  
Shelly suggested allowing 10 & unders to compete for 2 years because the next 2 Zone meets 
will be held at MHCC.  Rex asked is we need to change our meet schedule to prepare 10 & 
unders for the Zone meet.  Heather said we were already doing a good job of stair-stepping 
championship meets.  Erin Fincher said that many of the swimmers would only swim the 
events they qualify in, which may only be 1 or 2 events and that is a stair-step.  James Resare 
said that if he was concerned about a 10 & unders going to the meet he would not apply for 
them to go to the meet.  Some swimmers don’t want to go to Zones because we are 
competing for last place (because we don’t bring 10 & unders).  Mark said we should revamp 
“the whole thing.”  Rex questioned the 489 points we would score if we brought 10 & 
unders; this does not jive with 10 & unders going and swimming only a few events.  Jodi 
spoke about our 2 weakest groups of applicants: our 11 year-old boys and girls and she 
wonders if this is because we don’t allow 10 & unders to go to Zones.  She proposed 
holding finals for 10 year-olds at the Long Course Championships as a build up for the Zone 
meet.  Canby coach condensed discussion into 2 issues: is this a developmental issue and are 
we going to kick “ass” at the Zone meet?  James reminded us that it’s our decision to apply 
for our 10 & unders to go to the Zone meet.  Rhonda asked about 10 & under parents being 
on deck.  Rick asked is the issue of bringing 10 & unders to Zones is being discussed at 
HOD?  No. 

• Heather:  USA Swimming will ban tech suits for 12 & unders in 2020; she is proposing that 
OSI begin the ban on April 1. 

• Mark Maxwell says we need to revamp our entire 10 & under program. 

 

Meeting adjourned:  9:15 PM 

 


